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SALE

CODE: V001842
City: Verona
Zona: Centro storico

Address: Via Dietro Listone 

Type V 3br. or more apartment

Price: 1.400.000,00 EUR

Expences: 1.000,00 EUR

FEATURES
Locals Rooms 2 Bathrooms 2
Balconies 1 Terraces Floor 1
Garage Car places Total Floors 3
Year Renovated Level

SQUARE METERS
Commercial 146 Floor Area Mansard

Balconies Garage Garden

Terrace Basement Cellar

CARD
Furniture: Only Kitchen Garden: No

Rank: Elegant Fixtures: Wooden double glazed

Free Sides: 2 View: Statue View

Floors Bathroom: Marble Floors Bedrooms: Parquet

Blind: Oscurante Legno Position: Inner City

Heating: Underfloor Heating Doors: Excellent

Property Perfect Conditions Kitchen: Small Kitchen

Heating Type: Underfloor Heating Type living: Salon

ACCESSORIES
Air Conditioning, Elevator, Double Glazing, Armored door, Laundry

DESCRIPTION
Open the windows of your home and have as a foreshortening  the Arena
di Verona, the Palazzo della Gran Guardia and Palazzo Barbieri is surely
an unforgettable experience, which unfortunately is reserved for the few in
the world.

ENERGETIC CLASS
In Evaluation Phase
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DESCRIPTION
But it is not only the pleasure of the landscape, but all the charm of living in
the center of a magical city like Verona, eventful of culture, history, the city
of Romeo and Juliet that the whole world knows and admires.
In this beautiful setting which is our pleasure to offer for sale, a property
unique in its kind. Placed inside a fifteenth century building that belonged
to a noble Venetian family, the entrance is from Dietro Listone street,
parallel to Piazza Bra.
Already from the atrium you can imagine the importance of the building,
from a large  staircase in marble leads to the first floor where a porch
overlooking a small courtyard leads to the entrance of the house. Crossing
the threshold, you enter a large living room overlooking directly to Piazza
Bra, you immediately notice the typical Venetian floor in contrast to the
wooden ceiling enhanced by lighting designed specifically.
From the living room through a corridor where on the right side is now
used as a cupboard, you get to the kitchen where in a square space of no
great size, everything has been studied in detail.
Down some steps we reach the first room currently used as a wardrobe,
on the left the laundry room and a door leading to a further
disengagement. One facing each other, are the two bathrooms, floors and
walls are made of an elegant red marble Verona, both with windows  one
with Jacuzzi and one with shower box. Last room in the house is the
master bedroom, a rectangular shape is illuminated by a window
overlooking Dietro Listone and from the door window doors leading on to
the balcony that overlooks the outdoor atrium.
Surely it is not easy to explane in a few words this apartment, the charm of
the old building, the elegance of the spaces interiors, the  unique location
all things to experience personally and that's why we invite you to a visit to
experience what we we already we know.


